Hybrid quantum mechanical-molecular mechanical (QM/MM) simulations are widely used in studies of enzymatic catalysis. Up until now, it has usually been cost prohibitive to determine the convergence of these calculations with respect to the size of the QM region. Recent advances in reformulating electronic structure algorithms for stream processors such as graphical processing units have made QM/MM calculations of optimized reaction paths with QM regions comprising up to O(10 3 ) atoms feasible. Here, we leverage these GPU-accelerated quantum chemistry methods to investigate catalytic properties in catechol O-methyltransferase. Using QM regions ranging in size from the reactant only (63 atoms) up to nearly one-third of the entire protein (940 atoms), we show that convergence of properties such as the activation energy of the catalyzed reaction can be quite slow. Convergence to within chemical accuracy for this case requires a quantum mechanical region with approximately 500 atoms. These results call for a more careful determination of QM region sizes in future QM/MM studies of enzymes. % Present Address: Department of Chemical Engineering, Massachussetts Institute of Technology Large QM Regions in QM/MM -Kulik, et al. -Page 2 2014, Articles ASAP. 21. Slavicek, P.; Martinez, T. J. Multicentered valence electron effective potentials: A solution to the link atom problem for ground and excited electronic states. J. Chem. Phys. 2006, 124, 084107. 22. Murphy, R. B.; Philipp, D. M.; Friesner, R. A. A mixed quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics (QM/MM) method for large scale modeling of chemistry in protein environments. J. Comput. Chem. 2000, 21, 1442-1457. 23. Eurenius, K. P.; Chatfield, D. C.; Brooks, B. R.; Hodoscek, M. Enzyme mechanisms with hybrid quantum and molecular mechanical potentials.
A firm understanding of how enzymes facilitate chemical reactions is key for designing molecular catalysts 1 and novel enzymes. 2 Atomistic simulations can provide valuable insight distinguishing enzymatic rate enhancements due to static, local transition-state stabilization 3 from more non-local effects. 4 However, there remains considerable uncertainty regarding the role of the greater protein. [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] Enzyme simulation requires a balance of sufficient accuracy to describe chemical rearrangements and catalytic enhancement with low computational cost to enable extensive sampling. Typically, this balance is achieved through a multilevel approach, [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] wherein the region of primary interest is treated quantum mechanically (QM), while the surrounding portion of the enzyme is described with an empirical molecular mechanics (MM) model. Largely because of computational limitations, typical QM region sizes (i.e. ligands and a few direct residues) are on the order of tens of atoms. [17] [18] [19] There has been much work 16,23,28-2920-27 to minimize QM/MM boundary effects that might be of concern with small QM regions.
Recent advances [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] in computational techniques enable fully ab initio, quantum chemical simulation of polypeptides 30 as well as QM/MM treatments of enzymes using ab initio QM methods and large (more than 100 atoms) QM regions. Determining the extent to which quantum effects (e.g. due to polarization or charge transfer) are relevant in enzyme catalysis beyond a small active site region has largely been restricted to QM/MM studies with semi-empirical QM methods for computational reasons. 36 The few ab initio QM/MM studies for large molecules which have been reported document the disappointingly slow convergence (with respect to the size of the QM region) of NMR shieldings, 37 solvation effects, 38 barrier heights, [39] [40] and excitation energies. 41 In this work, we investigate the convergence of key catalytic properties with increasing QM region size using the model system, catechol-O-methyltransferase (COMT), a 221-residue
soluble protein. 42 COMT transfers a methyl group of S-adenosyl-L-methionine (SAM) to a catecholate anion. 43 There is some evidence that residues that are distant from the active site can have a significant effect on activity in COMT. For example, the Val158Met polymorphism in human COMT not only reduces activity by four-fold 43 but also affects prefrontal cortex function, [44] [45] pain perception, [46] [47] and mental illness [48] [49] Studies of COMT indicate that it is characterized by an inverse temperature dependence of the secondary kinetic isotope effect (KIE), while methyl transfer in solution exhibits no measurable kinetic isotope effect. 52 Mutagenesis and accompanying KIE measurements on COMT suggest the importance of transiently shortened donor-acceptor (D-A) distances for the methyl transfer, which are influenced by remote residues. Observations of this activity motif have been reported in hydrogen transfer, [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] but the role of transiently shortened D-A distances is not well understood for reactions involving bulkier moieties, 8 where tunneling effects are expected to be small. However, previous semiempirical QM/MM studies of COMT have not found any evidence of unexpectedly short D-A distances. This might call into question the experimental interpretation or it might be an issue with the theoretical modeling. Importantly, experimental mutagenesis and kinetic studies have implicated remote residues as far as 6 Å from the central active site in the catalytic mechanism of COMT (see Fig. 1 ). 8 descriptions of protein structure access a greater range of structurally diverse conformers, 30 and a quantum-mechanical treatment that includes polarization and charge transfer directly may be useful in identifying factors that play a role in enzyme activity. Nevertheless, previous computational studies of the mechanism of COMT have been limited to semi-empirical treatment of the reactants with small QM regions. 52 We now harness advances in computation to systematically determine how properties at the active site of COMT -namely reactant distances, atomic charges for electrostatic analyses, and activation energies -converge with increasingly expansive quantum-mechanical descriptions in QM/MM simulations.
We simulated the 214-residue, 3419 atom soluble, human form of COMT 42 starting from available crystal structures (PDB ID: 3BWM). Six residues at the C terminus and one residue at the N terminus of the protein are unresolved in the crystal structure. The protein was crystallized in the presence of a dinitrocatechol inhibitor, which we replaced with a catecholate anion substrate in our simulations. Three water molecules resolved in the crystal structure that were buried in the interior of the active site near the catalytically relevant Mg 2+ ion were preserved in the simulation setup. For all simulations, we carried out combined quantum mechanical (QM) and molecular mechanics (MM) calculations using our TeraChem package 59 for the QM portion and AMBER 12 60 functional ωPBEh within the 6-31g 61 basis set. We have previously benchmarked this approach for protein structure. 30 The MM region is modeled using the ff12SB force field. 60 The simulations were set up as follows: the protein was protonated assuming a pH of 7.0, which yielded a total net protein charge of -6. Neutralizing Na + charges were added using the AMBER tleap program. 60 The protein was solvated with a 10Å radius of water that was terminated with spherical boundary conditions in simulations. The external solvating water molecules were never included in QM regions, while the three water molecules from the crystal structure were included, when within appropriate distance cutoffs of the reactants. Counterions that are introduced to produce a neutral simulation cell are always treated with the force field.
Generalized Amber Force Field (GAFF) parameters were determined for both SAM and catecholate using the Antechamber code in AMBER for the MM simulations but were not used in QM/MM production runs. 60 The starting point for combined QM/MM simulations was the well-equilibrated MM structure obtained as follows: (1) 1000 constrained-protein (i.e. only solvent and ions are minimized while the protein is held fixed) and 1000 free-protein minimization steps (i.e. everything in the system is minimized), (2) 20 ps quick NVT heating to 300 K, (3) 5 ns NPT equilibration, and (4) 100 ns of NVE production runs. A representative snapshot was selected from the MM production run by choosing the mode of the C-O SAM-catechol distance distribution (~3.11 Å) for subsequent QM/MM studies. QM regions were obtained by starting from a model that consisted of SAM and catechol and identifying residues that were within increasing cutoff distances from the reactants. We chose a total of 10 models ranging from the reactants-only (with Mg 2+ ) model ( residues in the QM region) to a largest model of 940 atoms (reactants and 56 protein residues in the QM region). Distance cutoffs used for the models were 0.0,1.75, 2.00, 2.25, 2.50, 2.75, 3.00, 5.00, 6.00, and 7.00 Å from any atom in a residue to any atom in either SAM or catecholate (Fig.   2 ). The identification of residues inside these cutoffs was determined using PyMOL 62 with the criteria that if any atom of a residue is inside the cutoff, the entire residue is included in the QM region. In the two largest regions, two charged residues (D150 and D205) were excluded despite satisfying the distance cutoffs in order to obtain a QM region with a net charge of -2 rather than -4. Notably, these residues were not covalently bound to any other residues in the QM region, so their exclusion also prevented the increase in covalent cuts from 28 to 32. The range of sampled QM regions was chosen in part in order to study the effect of incrementally incorporating residues that were observed experimentally to have a significant role on catalytic efficiency (E6, W38, Y68, W143, and K144; see Fig. 1 and shaded regions in Fig. 3 ). 8 Of the experimentally relevant residues, models 2-3 include only K144, models 4-5 incorporate also Y68, and models 6-7 further include W38 and W143 in the QM region. Only the largest models (8-10) incorporate E6, which forms a hydrogen bond with the SAM-proximal residue Y68. By sequentially incorporating electronic structure effects from increasingly remote residues, we are able to identify whether a quantum mechanical treatment of these residues is required or if a force field description is sufficient. We also note that the charge for the QM region is determined from the sum of the charges on each individual residue included in the QM region of a given size. This means that the minimal QM region had a net charge of +1 and the QM region of the largest model 10 had a net charge of -2. Variation in charge for QM region size is indicated in Fig. 5 .
Structural optimizations were carried out for the AMBER-driven QM/MM simulations.
Voronoi deformation density (VDD) charges 63 nudged elastic band (NEB) method 64 to characterize reaction pathways for methyl transfer. These QM/MM NEB calculations were carried out using the implementation in AMBER.
We now consider the convergence of properties that underlie enzyme catalysis in catechol-Omethyltransferase with increasing QM region size. Experimental observations that the protein facilitates shortened methyl donor-acceptor distances (here, the donor is SAM and the acceptor is catecholate) 8 first suggested that shortened D-A distances may be observable even in the enzyme-substrate (ES) or reactants complex. We carried out structural optimizations, in each case starting from the crystal structure geometries across our 10 different QM region models. We observe significant shortening of methyl donor-acceptor distances over observed values in solution, 52 particularly when more residues are introduced into the quantum region ( Fig. 3) . In total, methyl donor-acceptor distances are shortened by around 0.2 Å with increasing QM region size, from about 3.1 Å in the reactants-only model to 2.85 Å in the largest model. This convergence to a distance significantly shorter than that predicted by van der Waal's radii is consistent with the observation of shortened distances in a number of COMT crystal structures. 42, [65] [66] The methyl donor-acceptor distance of the reactants appears to be converged at Model 8 (~500 atoms, 26 residues), which is the smallest model to incorporate all of the residues identified as catalytically relevant from experimental studies. 8 Changes in the net charge of the QM region cannot explain the variation in distance alone: the charge differs between models 2 and 3 (from +1 to -1) but the D-A distance continues to decrease for models 5 and 6 where the net charge is 0. There appears to be some correlation with the sequential inclusion of previously identified experimental residues (E6, W43, Y68, W143, K144, see Fig. 1 ). Namely We consider variations in Voronoi deformation density partial charges for these same optimized ES complexes in order to understand the changes in electronic structure associated with increasing QM region size. In isolation, catecholate is a singly charged anion; SAM is neutral, but zwitterionic, with a net positive charge on the S + -CH 3 moiety and a negative charge on a terminal carboxylate. We therefore compare the net charge of a SAM fragment containing the S + -CH 3 moiety to the charge on the portion of catecholate closest to SAM to see how charges are altered between the methyl donor and acceptor for increasing QM region size (Fig. 4) . We observe slow convergence of Voronoi charges with QM region sizes commensurate with previous observations for the D-A distance convergence. For increasing QM region size, we observe a net increase in the magnitude of the positive charge localized on the S + -CH 3 moiety with a change in sign for regions containing more than 7 protein residues. The charge is not purely positive because our Voronoi charges are summed over the negatively charged carboxylate. This change in charge with QM region size appears to be mediated by charge transfer between the SAM carboxylate and neighboring residues. There is a net increase in the magnitude of the negative charge localized on the catecholate. This charge transfer is likely stabilizing the donating sulfur to facilitate the loss of the methyl group, and it coincides with an overall elongation in the S + -CH 3 bond by about 0.1 Å. We note that this charge transfer converges slowly as we add more residues to our QM region, particularly once a number of Overall, our results suggest that the fundamental electronic structure description of the reactants is altered when we fully describe remote residues in the active site in a quantum mechanical fashion, rather than the pure point charge description available from non-polarizable force field representations.
We have shown that the description of the ES complex changes significantly when we sequentially increase QM region size. These results suggest that the enzyme scaffold primes the reactants for methyl transfer, and that some of these effects are mediated through electronic structure properties absent from force field descriptions of residues. In order to confirm this hypothesis, we will consider how activation energies for methyl transfer differ with increasing QM region size (Fig. 5 ). We observe that activation energies decrease, as more residues from the protein are treated quantum mechanically. The trend is consistent with observations described above for the structure of the ES complex. As the QM region size is increased, the reactant distances (SAM-catecholate) get shorter and charges adjust on the ES complex. These changes can be viewed as conferring increasing transition state character on the ES complex, and thus it is not surprising that the reaction barrier heights decrease as the QM region size is increased.
While we have not incorporated entropic effects here to give a direct comparison to the ΔG ‡ (= 18 kcal/mol) 67 obtained from experiments (k cat ≈ 24/min), 8, 67 our results suggest that the size of the QM region is a key factor in assessments of the mechanistic features of COMT within a QM/MM approach. As with charges and the C-O distance in the ES complex, we observe convergence of the activation energy at about 26-30 residues (500-600 atoms). show that geometric and electronic structure properties of the reactants converge slowly as more and more remote residues are added to the QM region. Namely, both reactant distances and charge transfer between reactants converge slowly with increasing QM region size. Prior to advances in GPU-accelerated quantum-chemical techniques, [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] most systematic studies of convergence with QM region size have been restricted to semi-empirical QM methods. 68 For the COMT example investigated here, we find that convergence of either structural properties or reaction energetics requires QM regions that are ≈10x larger than typically used in QM/MM calculations. We find that the required size of the QM region in this case is roughly consistent with the inclusion of residues that have been demonstrated to be mechanistically relevant. 8 In earlier semi-empirical QM studies, forces on central QM atoms in a lysozyme were observed to converge only when QM regions were at least 500 atoms in size. 68 In the case of COMT, the experimentally-observed 8 effect that the protein scaffold has on stabilizing the transferring complex only becomes clear when 20 or more residues are treated quantum-mechanically. These results suggest that increasing QM region sizes in QM/MM simulations and/or incorporation of polarization at the active site through application of more sophisticated force fields could serve to significantly improve the predictive accuracy of computational methods for studying enzyme catalysis.
The results we present for activation energies are obtained by complete reaction path optimization for each QM/MM region, i.e. including up to ≈1000 atoms quantum mechanically.
However, we are well aware that a complete study should include conformational sampling and entropic effects. Future work should include these effects, but 
